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Abstract
We prove that the only finite non-abelian simple groups G which possibly admit an action on a
Z2-homology 3-sphere are the linear fractional groups PSL(2, q), for an odd prime power q (and the dodec-
ahedral group A5 ∼= PSL(2,5) in the case of an integer homology 3-sphere), by showing that G has dihedral
Sylow 2-subgroups and applying the Gorenstein–Walter classification of such groups. We also discuss the
minimal dimension of a homology sphere on which a linear fractional group PSL(2, q) acts.
 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We consider actions of finite groups, and in particular of finite simple groups, on integer and
Z2-homology 3-spheres (i.e., 3-manifolds with the homology of the 3-sphere, with coefficients
in the integers or the integers mod 2). All actions considered will be smooth and orientation-
preserving, by a simple group we will always understand a non-abelian simple group.
Our main result is the following
Theorem. Let G be a finite simple group of diffeomorphisms of a 3-manifold M :
(i) If M is a Z2-homology 3-sphere then G is isomorphic to a linear fractional group PSL(2, q),
for an odd prime power q .
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ing group A5 ∼= PSL(2,5).
A different proof of the theorem follows also from recent results in [MZ1] where finite non-
solvable groups acting on Z2-homology 3-spheres are considered (cf. also [RZ, Corollary 1.2]).
However, these proofs rely heavily on the Gorenstein–Harada classification of the finite sim-
ple groups of sectional 4-rank smaller or equal to 4 ([G, p. 6], [S, Theorem 6.8.12]); the list of
these groups is quite long and forms an important step in the classification of the finite simple
groups, and proportionally long and involved is its proof. Therefore, it seemed desirable to give
a more conceptual proof of the above theorem, that is a proof avoiding long lists of finite simple
groups. This is the topic of the present paper. The Sylow 2-subgroups of the linear fractional
groups PSL(2, q) occurring in the theorem are dihedral groups, and our main tool is the result of
Gorenstein–Walter stating that a finite simple group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups is either
a linear fractional group or the alternating group A7. So we will prove in a direct way that the
Sylow 2-subgroups of a finite simple group G acting on a Z2-homology 3-sphere are dihedral.
In particular, one obtains the result that the only finite simple group acting on the 3-sphere
is the dodecahedral group A5 ∼= PSL(2,5). We remark that this follows also from Thurston’s
orbifold geometrization theorem (since any finite simple group has subgroups Z2 ×Z2 and hence
does not act freely on a homology sphere), but that we do not know any quick proof of this result.
We remark that any finite group acts freely on a rational homology 3-sphere [CL]. We do
not know for which prime powers q the groups PSL(2, q) really admit actions on Z2-homology
3-spheres. Applying the group theory package GAP to compute the homology of coverings we
have constructed such actions for various small values of q , by considering regular PSL(2, q)-
coverings of suitable 3-orbifolds [Z2]. We do not know any general method to control the
homology of such coverings; in particular, we have no infinite series of such q , but the impression
from our computations is that all values of q occur.
Problems. (a) Show that all groups PSL(2, q) admit actions on Z2-homology 3-spheres, for odd
prime powers q .
(b) For odd primes p, what is the minimal dimension d of an integer homology d-sphere on
which PSL(2,pn) (and in particular PSL(2,p)) acts?
The minimal dimension is 4 for PSL(2,9) ∼= A6, and 5 for PSL(2,7) ⊂ A7 (see [MZ2] where
the 4-dimensional case is considered; see also [Z3] for a general discussion). For powers of 2,
the minimal dimension can be determined as follows.
Proposition 1. For n > 1, the minimal dimension of an integer or Z2-homology sphere on which
PSL(2,2n) acts is 2n − 2.
Using the same method we can compute a lower bound for odd prime powers.
Proposition 2. Let p be a odd prime number and let M be a Zp-homology sphere of dimension
d which admits an action of PSL(2,pn). If n > 1 and n is odd, then d  2(pn − 1)/(p − 1)− 1;
if n > 1 and n is even, then d  (pn − 1)/(p − 1) − 1.
We do not know if this lower bound coincides in general with the minimal dimension. The
only exception is the case p = 3 and n an odd integer; in fact for n odd it is known that PSL(2,3n)
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we find does not correspond with the lower bound for a linear real representation.
2. Proof of the theorem
We need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let G be a finite group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of a closed ori-
entable 3-manifold which contains an involution h with nonempty connected fixed point K
(a circle). Then the centralizer C = CGh of h in G is isomorphic to a subgroup of a semidi-
rect product
Z2  (Za × Zb),
for some nonnegative integers a and b, where the generator of Z2 (an h-reflection, i.e., acting
as a reflection on K) acts on the normal subgroup A = Za × Zb of h-rotations by sending
each element to its inverse. In particular, each element of C not in A is an h-reflection and has
nonempty fixed point set intersecting the fixed point set of h in exactly two points.
Proof. By hypothesis, the fixed point set of h is a simple closed curve K , and clearly K is invari-
ant under the action of the centralizer C of h in G. Choosing a C-invariant regular neighborhood
of K (a solid torus, see [Bd, Chapter VI.2]), the action of an element of C is determined by its
action on this regular neighborhood which is a standard action on a solid torus. Every element of
C restricts to a reflection (strong inversion) or to a (possibly trivial) rotation on K . The subgroup
of h-rotations is abelian and has index one or two in C. It has a cyclic subgroup (the elements
acting trivially on K) with cyclic quotient group, so it is abelian of rank at most two. This finishes
the proof of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let B = Z2 × Z2 be a group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of a Z2-ho-
mology 3-sphere M . Then either (i) or (ii) holds:
(i) There is one free involution in B and two involutions with nonempty connected fixed point
sets (two disjoint circles).
(ii) All three involutions in B have nonempty connected fixed point sets (three circles intersecting
in exactly two points).
Proof. By [Bd, p. 148, Theorem 8.1], B does not act freely, and by [Bd, p. 144, Theorem 7.9],
each element of B has empty or connected fixed point set. Let X be a nontrivial cyclic subgroup
of B with nonempty fixed point set K which is a circle. Because B is abelian, K is invariant
under the action of B . The projection B¯ of B to M¯ := M/X is a cyclic group leaving invariant
the projection K¯ of K . It is easy to see that also M¯ is a Z2-homology 3-sphere, so B¯ has empty
or connected fixed point set.
Suppose that there is another nontrivial cyclic subgroup X′ = X of G with nonempty fixed
point set K ′ = K . If K and K ′ intersect then they intersect in exactly two points and we are in
case (ii) of Lemma 2. Hence we can assume that K and K ′ do not intersect. Note that K ′ is
invariant under X which acts as a group of rotations on K ′. Since the fixed point set of B¯ is
connected (a circle) it consists of the projection of K ′. The preimage of this projection is exactly
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fixed point sets. Thus we are in the case (i) of the proposition.
Finally, suppose that X is the only cyclic subgroup of B with nonempty fixed point set. Then B¯
acts freely on the Z2-homology 3-sphere M¯ . Let N := M¯/B¯ be the quotient and L the projection
of K¯ to N . Note that M − K is a regular unbranched covering of N − L, with covering group
B ∼= Z2 × Z2. By [H, p. 92], H1(N − L;Z2) is isomorphic to Z2 which implies that N − L
has no abelian covering with covering group Z2 × Z2. This contradiction finishes the proof of
Lemma 2. 
We note that, alternatively, Lemma 2 follows by applying the Borel formula to the 2-group B ,
see Section 3 for the Borel formula and such an application.
Proof of the Theorem. We distinguish two cases; in each case we will show that a Sylow
2-subgroup S of the finite simple group G is dihedral, and then apply the Gorenstein–Walter
classification of finite simple groups with dihedral subgroups.
Case 1. Assume that every abelian normal subgroup of S is cyclic.
Then, by [S, 4.4.3], S is a cyclic, dihedral, quaternion or quasi-dihedral 2-group. By [S, Corol-
lary 1, p. 144 and Example 3, p. 306], a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite simple group is not cyclic
or quaternion.
Suppose S is quasi-dihedral. Then S is a semidirect product of a normal cyclic subgroup C
and a group of order 2 and has a unique central involution h (the unique involution in the cyclic
normal subgroup C). If h has nonempty fixed point set, then by [Bd, Theorem 7.9] its fixed point
set is connected and Lemma 1 applies; however a semidirect product as in Lemma 1 has no quasi-
dihedral subgroups, therefore h acts freely. By [S, 5.1.8] any involution in the simple group G
is conjugate to the unique involution h in the maximal cyclic subgroup C of S, therefore S acts
freely on M . This is a contradiction because a finite 2-group acting freely on a Z2-homology
3-sphere has no subgroups Z2 × Z2 and is either cyclic or quaternion ([Bw, Theorem IV.4.3],
[S, 4.4.3]).
Remark. By [G, Theorem 1.6.3], a simple group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups is iso-
morphic to PSL(3, q), q ≡ 3 mod 4, PSU(3, q), q ≡ 1 mod 4, or to the Mathieu group M11.
We have thus proved that S is dihedral. By the Gorenstein–Walter characterization of finite
simple groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, G is isomorphic to a linear fractional group
PSL(2, q), for an odd prime power q , or to the alternating group A7 ([G, Theorem 1.4.7],
[S, Theorem 6.8.6]).
The group A7 can be excluded as follows. Suppose that A7 acts on a Z2-homology 3-sphere.
All involutions in A7 are conjugate and have nonempty connected fixed point set (by [Bd, Theo-
rem 8.1] a subgroup Z2×Z2 does not act freely). The centralizer of the involution h = (1,3)(2,4)
in A7 contains the non-commuting elements (1,2,3,4)(5,6) (whose square is h) and (5,6,7).
As any h-reflection has order 2, these two elements have to belong to the abelian group A of
h-rotations in Lemma 1 which is a contradiction.
This finishes the proof in Case 1 that G is isomorphic to a linear fractional group PSL(2, q),
q odd. In the case of an integer homology 3-sphere, one reduces to A5 ∼= PSL(2,5) by purely
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similar as in the homotopy classification of the lens spaces).
Case 2. S has a noncyclic abelian normal subgroup.
Then, by [S, 4.4.5], S has also a normal subgroup D ∼= Z2 × Z2. Such a group D does not
act freely on a Z2-homology 3-sphere, so some involution h in D has nonempty connected
fixed point set. The 2-group S permutes the three involutions in D by conjugation, therefore the
centralizer CSh of h in the 2-group S has index one or two in S; by Lemma 1, CSh is isomorphic
to a subgroup of a semidirect product Z2  (Za × Zb) where A = Za × Zb denotes the subgroup
of h-rotations.
Suppose first that A is not cyclic. Then A has a subgroup B ∼= Z2 × Z2 which necessarily
contains h. As A contains no h-reflections, it follows from Lemma 2 that B contains exactly
one free involution t . Then t is the unique free involution also in CSh and hence is central in S,
and again by Lemma 2 any other involution in S (which together with t generates a subgroup
Z2 ×Z2 of S) has nonempty fixed point set. This implies that the involution t is isolated in S, i.e.,
is not conjugate in G (does not fuse) to any other element in S. Now Glauberman’s Z∗-theorem
[S, Theorem 6.2.14] implies that t is central also in G which is a contradiction because G is
simple.
Thus we have proved that A is cyclic. If A has order greater than 2 then A is characteristic in
CSh and S; in particular, h ∈ A is central in S and consequently CSh = S. As the Sylow 2-sub-
group S of the simple group G cannot be cyclic, S is necessarily dihedral. On the other hand, if
A has order 2 then CSh ∼= Z2 × Z2, and either S = CSh so S is dihedral of order 4, or CSh has
index two in S and S is dihedral of order 8. Thus in any case S is dihedral and we conclude as in
Case 1.
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. (i) Let S be a finite 2-group as in Case 2 of the proof of the theorem. Apart from
the dihedral groups there are other examples of finite 2-groups of this type occurring as Sylow
2-subgroups of finite simple groups. Let S be the semidirect or wreath product
Z2(Za × Za) = Z2  Za,
where Z2 acts on Za × Za by interchanging the 2 factors (so CSh = A which has index 2 in S).
By [G, Theorem 1.6.3] the simple groups with such wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups are exactly the
groups PSL(3, q), q ≡ 1 mod 4, and PSU(3, q), q ≡ 3 mod 4.
On the other hand, suppose that the group A of h-rotations has index 4 in S. Examples of such
groups S are the central products
Q ×Z2 Q′
of two generalized quaternion 2-groups Q and Q′ (i.e., the direct product of Q and Q′ with
identified centers Z2), see [M]. We do not know finite simple groups with such Sylow 2-sub-
groups S; however the semisimple groups
SL(2, q) ×Z2 SL(2, q ′)
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Q ×Z2 Q′ and are among the candidates of finite groups acting on Z2-homology 3-spheres,
see [MZ1]. For example, the group SL(2,5) ×Z2 SL(2,5) is a subgroup of the orthogonal group
SO(4) ∼= S3 ×Z2 S3 and acts on the 3-sphere.
(ii) It is shown in [R, Theorem 2] (and follows from the above proof of the theorem) that
a finite 2-group acting orientation-preservingly on a Z2-homology 3-sphere is either cyclic, di-
hedral, quaternion or quasi-dihedral, or a subgroup of a 2-extension of a semidirect product
Z2  (Za ×Zb) as in Lemma 1. On the other hand, it follows from [DH] (which uses equivariant
cohomology of finite transformation groups, and in particular a version of the Borel formula) that
every finite p-group acting on a Zp-homology sphere acts orthogonally on a sphere of the same
dimension. In particular, any finite 2-group acting orientation-preservingly on a Z2-homology
3-sphere is isomorphic to a subgroup of SO(4) ∼= S3 ×Z2 S3 (the central product of two copies
of the unit quaternions), and hence isomorphic to a subgroup of the central product Q×Z2 Q′ of
two generalized quaternion 2-groups (see [DV, 3.21] for a list of the finite subgroups of SO(4)).
3. Proof of the Propositions 1 and 2
Suppose that G = PSL(2,pn) acts on a homology sphere M of dimension d .








y ∈ GF(pn) (A is isomorphic to the additive group of the finite Galois field GF(pn)). For a
generator x of the multiplicative group of the field GF(pn), let B be the cyclic subgroup of G







If p = 2 the group B has order 2n − 1, otherwise B has order (pn − 1)/2. The cyclic group B
normalizes A and acts by conjugation on A. By an easy computation, a nontrivial element of B
does not fix any element of A.
We apply the Borel formula to the subgroup A = (Zp)n of G [Bo, Theorem XIII.2.3]. For any
elementary abelian p-group A acting on a Zp-homology d-sphere, the Borel formula states that





The sum is taken over all subgroups H of index p of A, r(H) denotes the dimension of the fixed
point set of H and rn that of A (equal to −1 if the fixed point set is empty). The group A has
exactly (pn − 1)/(p − 1) subgroups of index p.
3.1. The case p = 2 (Proposition 1)
If p = 2 the cyclic group B acts transitively on the 2n − 1 involutions of A; then B acts also
transitively on the subgroups H of index 2 of A which hence have all the same value r(H) =:
rn−1. The Borel formula then gives
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d = (2n − 1)(rn−1 − rn) + rn.
Clearly rn−1  rn; then rn−1 > rn because otherwise d = rn and hence the action of A on M
would be trivial. It follows
d  2n − 1 + rn  2n − 2.
Thus the minimal dimension d of a Z2-homology sphere on which G acts is at least 2n − 2.
On the other hand, it is well known that the group G admits linear real representations of di-
mension 2n − 1 (see, e.g., [FH, Section 5.2]), so it admits an orthogonal action on a sphere of
dimension 2n − 2.
3.2. The case p odd (Proposition 2)
It is easy to see that, if two elements of A are conjugate in G, then they are conjugate by
an element of B (in particular, Dx ◦ Uy ◦ Dx−1 = Uyx2 ), so we can restrict our attention to the
subgroup generated by A and B .
We consider the action of B by conjugation on the set of the cyclic subgroups of A (whose
order is always p). All the cyclic subgroups of A have the same subgroup of B as stabilizer. If
n is odd, the stabilizer in B of a cyclic subgroup of A has (p − 1)/2 elements; if n is even the
stabilizer has (p − 1) elements.
Now we consider the action of B on the set of the subgroups of index p (whose number
is (pn − 1)/(p − 1)). Let H be a subgroup of index p; H contains (pn−1 − 1)/(p − 1) cyclic
subgroups and the cyclic subgroup of A not contained in H are pn−1. Using the fact that any
subgroup of B induces equipotent orbits on the set of cyclic subgroups of A, it is easy to see
that the stabilizer of H coincides with the stabilizer of its cyclic subgroups. We can compute the
number of conjugacy classes of subgroups of A of index p: If n is odd the subgroups of index p
in A are all conjugate; if n is even we have in A two conjugacy classes of such subgroups, both
of them with the same number of elements.
We consider first the case of n odd when all subgroups of A of index p are conjugate and




p − 1 (rn−1 − rn) + rn,
where rn is the dimension of the fixed point set of A and rn−1 is the dimension of the fixed
point set of any subgroup of A of index p. For p odd the codimension rn−1 − rn has to be
even; moreover rn−1 − rn > 0 otherwise d = rn and the action of A on M would be trivial. This
concludes the proof in this case.
In the case of n even, we have in A two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index p, each of
them with (pn − 1)/2(p − 1) elements. The dimensions of the fixed point sets of the subgroups
in the same conjugacy class are the same; we denote by rn−1 this dimension for one conjugacy
class and by r ′n−1 this dimension for the other conjugacy class. The Borel formula gives:
d = (p
n − 1)
(rn−1 − rn) + (p
n − 1) (
r ′n−1 − rn
)+ rn.2(p − 1) 2(p − 1)
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The minimum is achieved with (rn−1 − rn) = 2 and (r ′n−1 − rn) = 0, or with (rn−1 − rn) = 0 and
(r ′n−1 − rn) = 2; in any case we obtain d  (pn − 1)/(p − 1) − 1.
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